Spoiler

- Added Terms
- Updated Terms (excluding minor updates)
- Next Steps
Added Terms

• SACM Domain
• Assertion, Collection Result, Collector, Internal Collector
• Statement, Target Endpoint Identifier, Target Endpoint Label, Timestamp
• Excluded Endpoint
• Network Address, Network Interface
Updated Terms

- Attributes, Endpoint Attributes
- Broker, Proxy, Repository
- Controller, Consumer, Provider
- SACM Role, Expected Endpoint State
- Collection Task, SACM Function
- Control Plane
Next Steps

• Bi-directional work required
  – Editors must ensure consistent use of terms corresponding to current definition
  – Or bash the Terminilogy and raise issues with current definition

• Additions/changes to the IM and upcoming DMs will be included in the terminology draft

• Are there wishes/comments?
Last Slide

- Last chance 😊
- Comments?